Changes to the Year 3 Curriculum

In preparation for the changes to the Primary Curriculum, the Year 3 curriculum is going to be reorganised into the following areas of learning. The rationale for this change is,

“To develop a modern, world-class curriculum that will inspire and challenge all learners and prepare them for the future.”

A Curriculum that Matters

**Communication, Literacy & Languages**
- Literacy (English)
  - Including Speaking & Listening; Reading; Writing; and Drama from the former curriculum for Literacy.
  - Incorporating Modern Foreign Languages (French) & Computing.

**Mathematical Understanding**
- Numeracy (Maths)
  - Including Numbers & the Number System; Number Operations & Calculations; Money & Financial Capability; Measures; Geometry; and Statistics.

**Science & Technology**
- (Science, Design Technology & Computing)

**Historical, Geographical and Social Understanding**
- (History, Geography, RE and Citizenship)

**Physical Health and Well Being**
- (PSHCE, SRE, PE & Games)

**Art and Design**
- (Art & Design, Dance, Drama and Music)

† Computing will be embedded throughout the curriculum and will be further developed to include greater use of the Internet, webpage creation, email, messaging, blogs, wikis, twitter, videos, sound, etc.